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                               It was very glad to participate in the Management Development Programme 

training in IRMA  The training was arranged for Mid Level Officers of Kudumbashree Mission and all 

around 29 participants from different districts in Kerala.I was very happy and satisfied by the end of 

the training which held at IRMA,Anand.  

MAIN LEARNING POINTS 

   During the whole sessions of the training I have learned about importance of team, team building, 

how to function the effective team, Leadership ,how to act good leader, Facts effected our 

motivation, things which helps to improve our motivational level . 

 I have learned the things about to prioritize activities of programmes effectively in the 

regards to the need of community. 

 I have learned the team work can bring more success  and effective than individual work. 

 I have learned motivational techniques and how to stay motivated at work. 

 I have learned team dynamics ,perception conflicts resolution etc. 

SUGGETIONS OF FUTRE BATCH TRAINING 

             Majority of the sessions in the MDP training were used in lecture method except Team 

dynamics session and win we can led by madhavi madam. However Sessions will include dynamic 

approach like ToT model (sessions include games activities, documentary etc)  which will more 

effective  to the trainees . 

SUGGETIONS FOR IMPROVING KUDUMBASHREE SYSTEM 

 After need based analysis or Pilot study about new initiatives or proposed 

programmes,which  are required to be implemented. 

 After the completion of each programme,analysing the impact among community  It will be 

better to understand the success rate which will helps to develop or restructuring the 

proposed programme . 

HOW I WAS LEARNED 

               I have learned new knowledge, techniques, information about team building ,relationships, 

communications, decision making which will helps to change my strategies for my professional 

career. 

         Rajesh P R 
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